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Abstract - This academic article for study about populism in Thailand that , can develop to born the advantage to a person 
has in root grass level truly and go together to accompany democracy administration in Thailand. It is not only campaigning 
for an election for to be the base in an election and use the budget without reason just for winning an election.  Populism 
should be using effective with level root grass people or majority agriculturist of the country which, to improve sustainable 
development livelihood and make the administration in the democracy has the stability too.  Democracy is the administration 
of people, by people and for people and the budget will apply for the advantage extremely is not only to win in an election. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Thailand is the country where majority people has an 
occupation in the agriculturist since the ancient time, 
has just to come to begin modify to the industry later ,  
the capitalism comes in 2500 Buddhist Eras, make 
peoples  in agriculture system  flow in to industry 
system , because of , industry system can change the 
labor to the income quickly , system agriculture part 
must take a long time more , make agriculture system 
has been a problem about the labor and must use a 
tool to help in doing agricultural but no continuously , 
although , Thailand has planned to develop the 
economy continuously since at  2500 Buddhist Eras 
but it cannot solve the poorness condition of people 
has in the countryside because of , still adhere to  the 
capitalism and is bound for develop the personnel for 
logging in the industry only , not for solve the 
poorness in the countryside of the agriculturist , and 
the no skill  in the urban area. Until 2540Buddhist 
Eras, Thai Luk Thai party uses populism policy such 
as the project pawns rice, etc. they could win the 
election to be government and could win 
continuously the election. Until the coup d’état was 
happened in2549 Buddhist Eras, after that they could 
win an election again, and could win continuously 
until happened the coup d’état in2557 Buddhist Eras 
by the reference of 2 results. Using populism, in a lot 
of budgets and the supervision has been opening 
causes of corruptions, and cannot change peoples in 
agriculture part have the sustainable livelihood, still 
must use lot of budgets go up every year. 
In technical meaning - Populism Yoram Peri , the 
meaning of populism that is ambiguous , many 
meaning , difficult explain specify , chameleon-like 
for  the explanation construes from especial events. 
Tjitske Akkerman, defines that is the every 
movements , at emphasize base role of people and the 
elites , in each people events, person attend might 
emphasize some group person , such as , countryside 
agriculturist , the labor in a city or middle lower level 
class. It does not mean all people. 

Margaret Canovan , defines that , often pertaining to 
a politician or  politics leader who use full speech 
with the feeling more than the reason in campaigning 
for an election fights to move , such as a damn flaw 
of the antagonist , resist pole power group that exist 
,original ideology  , include democracy pillar , for 
attraction to give people supports , in already 
conclusion  "  populism " to be  the movement of 
politics , try to pull people comes in  rows share , for 
resist old regime , might politics regime , social , 
economy , foreign countries some cases policy , 
globalization to be saying under hardship cause.  In 
many condition that people is dissatisfied very much 
for the livelihood , the penalty is the mistake of the 
high society , populism don't regard the faith ideology  
or  the idea is political ,   is only the trend or  the 
strategy moves political , with the attempt becomes 
conceited people to follow the requirement of people 
, movement aim has not been only an election but 
they want to have a new government from the 
originally political party  because  the group moves to 
resist both of leftist party and rightist , emphasize to 
build new pole , the political party is new , until a 
level overthrows an original regime . 
Nowadays political leader may be or not a leader 
fights to be a member of populism, to be under the 
hammering something, might same or not, many 
times the be people likes to are the one character at s 
are putting in in male lead or,policy, the technocrat 
has the conclusion shares that. Initial for the first time 
during 1870 decades that the Soviet , amount of 
extreme technocrat moves in agriculturist countryside 
group , hope to create the rebel agrarian socialism , 
the real estate is belong to the public , work 
accompany with for the advantage accompanies, 
believe in that , being the answer to Soviet social  
regime in that age  to make these person becomes 
margin person , receive the advantage from the low 
nation  , resist pure regime , capitalism economy . 
 
II. PROCESS POPULISM 
 
Deception of 1 
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Be the respond from people group , populism can 
happen because , there is people supports , which , 
might the agriculturist , rustic , the labor in a city , 
middle some group some gang class , these person is 
dissatisfied the government , think at self-gang 
distresses because , state policy is bad more than 
advantage , took advantage fleece , might not depend 
on mechanical the state , politics regime where exist , 
then support a leader fights to resist the government , 
call for the good more than people phenomenon likes 
then is turn back or , the respond changes a regime , 
the doer is born of populism in country Western 
Europe group now , be from the failure , torn the faith 
changes political pillar party , lose faith a politician , 
politics regime , include all issue , at pertaining to the 
globalization , a problem from Europe combination , 
a foreigner migrates , dishonesty . 
 
Deception of 2 
High points politician societies , person have the 
prestige hopes to pull people in rows shares, the work 
studies in strip [ zone country Latin The United States 
of America ] explains that , word this word often 
apply to the situation that is born the group moves , 
by prestige leader induces the city man with promises 
to help , and resist power locality class and the multi-
national corporation , which , be system politics 
economy jailer . 
 
Deception of 3 
Weakness points of people , leader requirement , the 
error of influence regime of the high society to be the 
important factor makes people  (  at least the some 
part )  be defeated, in again must turn back  to stare 
that people  liberate to give a regime gets into trouble 
long repetitiously , don't choose inventor duty agent 
for people really  in spite of  regime to clear 
democracy , people must participate in political 
vigorously , then regard genuine democracy, with 
regard to deficient regime , the high society can seek 
for the advantage for oneself  because the error of 
people faction  and when  there is someone to declare 
himself  to be reform leader .That exist, 2 pointsuse to 
cooperate other ideology, such as, democracy, 
nationalism, at some point people gang will like to 
praise the democracy. 
 
III. DIMENSIONS OF POPULISM 
 
Tjitske Akkerman divides the populism in 3 
dimensions, for example, agrarian populism, 
economic populism, political populism. 
 
First dimension: Agrarian populism, emphasize the 
movement of countryside agriculturist, location far 
villagers. 
 
Second dimension: Economic populism , the group 
moves to compose many group, such as,the majority 
is the city man , in order that , might countryside 

labor , middle lower level class to call for developing 
the economy by emphasize to produce goods pays 
back to import , give the state has produced role, 
spread the wealth happens with Latin America. 
In1920 decades and are influential continuously come 
to until 1960 examples outstanding decade to support  
Juan Peron,  Evita Peron in the Argentina ,to use the 
slogan  , Justicialismo , mean bound for develop the 
economy with encourage the justice to the social . 
 
Third dimension: Political populism to be from the 
dissatisfaction builds  the democracy that the class 
governs to arbitrarily assume, unexpected, a politician 
is performing to be an agent of people really , calling 
to return the sovereignty to the masses, want a 
politician who is an agent of really people  , for 
example , the movement in many group Latin 
America countries. In20 group centuries , 
Progressive, of The United States of America  and 
many countries in Europe s during 1980-90 some 
group decades can develop to be the political party ,  
some still resist the bad result from the globalization , 
the development to the modernity , deny the social , 
move a like  model . Populism don't regard the 
innovation, happen in every worldwide continent. 
This trend is challenging politics economy social 
regime now , and will multiply the violence more and 
more in 21 centuries affect to change  various hardly 
nations will can avoid . 
 
Democracy Mean, administration system that people 
is eminent, the democracy is an administration picture 
that hold on the sovereignty is belong to the people, 
the country where is that democracy has the 
constitution, because the constitution is pillar law or 
rules that fix the trend for regard to the state will use 
the power governs people, and have the principle 
organizes the administration. It is not the symbol to 
show the democratization because the country where 
govern with a regime proceeds something, there is the 
constitution also, with regard to consider that, or not 
to be which country is the democracy.   Then must 
see that ,  the constitution of that country gives people 
owner of the sovereignty  , important character of the 
administration  , the democracy can  consider from , 
government,  election and the administration in the 
majority. The government in the democracy is the 
government of people, by people, and for people 
which   Abraham Lincoln the former president of the 
United States of America said. 
 
Way of democracy life important character might 
separate to 
1. Respect the reason more than a person but 

listening to opinion of the every side, for seek the 
reason and the justice actually TRUE. 

2. Reasonable compromising , to admit conflict 
remedy with the peaceful , do not use the 
violence ,listening to the opinion of others , do 
not persist or push forward the opinion of oneself 
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without to give and take correct  and  agree to 
correct the opinion of oneself if the others think 
that better. 

3. Disciplinary, always follow the law of the 
country and help to make the law of the country 
has the magical power by don't infringe 
arbitrarily if to have feelings that. 

4. Public responsibility  which  happen from the 
feeling of a person in the social that is owner of 
the country , and the country is belong to 
everybody . By realize that one self has to study, 
live and work because of public, then everyone 
must dare to make benefit to the return  
Sustainable Development 

 
The format of the development that meets the demand 
of a person in this generation  don't reduce the 
demand of a person in next future generation and 
compromise  the ability will  regard to meet the 
requirement of oneself, using resource for the 
development that is so long. 
 
The meaning of using resource for the development 
that is so long 
1.1  It is based on philosophy sufficient economy 
pillar, personal development has the quality , produce 
expansion  and using or  manage natural resources 
and the environment cleverly, know cherish in using  
such as keeping,  using as long as 
1.2 New using resource generations for the 
development as long as mean the natural resources  
and the environment come to use develop the quality 
of life of a human  , they have quality of a good 
standard life ,  don't make natural resources or  the 
environment with the efficiency down  or  affect to  
the new generation. An element of the development 
that is as long as and do not disturbed to the 
environment of the Earth. 
 
Important element bases  for example  an element of 
the economy , the social and the environment , three 
both of this components will affect to is related , the 
objective of the development that is as long as  
following by the idea of  Edward Barbier  the 
achievement is  well most but the social cannot 
success in every the components , then have to agree 
decrease the aim in some element increases the aim in 
other elements , in order that , depend on importance 
arrangement between all elements. 
 
Nature aim base points assets of economy system. 
 
1. The expansion goes up in goods production and 
serve. 
2. Necessity foundation reaction of people. 
3. Problem poorness reductions cause spread income 
are fair increase. 
Base points this aims will must manage in the trend 
that s have lasted long according to deliver a speech 
already , in the components of the social , the 

development that will be as long as and locate on the 
base of 2 a pillar, justice principle , and equality . 
 
SUMMARIZE 
 
Form the messages will have abovementioned that 
populism is one the part of the administration in the 
democracy which cannot separate because of, person 
receive the gain from populism are majority people of 
the country (the agriculturist in the countryside and 
the both of poor in Bangkok and provincial) but all 
political party want to seek from populism only 
political and economics. They do not want to solve 
sustainability  if  every  political parties use populism 
to cooperate the sustainable development and 
administrate the country by the democracy , the 
author believes in that , Thailand will can step across 
the poorness and are the country where have been 
sustainability as other countries for a moment future 
exceed wait for . 
 
HYPOTHESIS ABOUT SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT AND DEMOCRACY 
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